
Floor Solutions

Butcher-delicacies 
Embutidos Artesanos J.Vilà, S.L. was founded in 1984, following 
the family tradition of butchers. Embutidos Artesanos is one of 
the great players of the meat industry of Northern Catalonia. The 
company is run by the same family members with a group of  
professionals with extensive experience acquired over the years. 
They always try to maintain the “Artisan” way of processing.   
 
The current plant, recently expanded, is equipped with high  
technology. This technology ensures that the hygienic working 
method is monitored throughout the entire production process. 
This starts with the processing of the raw material, passing 
through the cold rooms, production rooms, drying rooms or  
cooking area untill reaching the expedition. Continuous research 
is carried out to improve products in order to satisfy their          
customers, always taking the character of Artesanos into           
account.  

 
A high-quality food safe flooring solution  
The project consisted of a new 4,000 m2 factory. The client was 
looking for a high-quality food safe floor for the processing room, 
cold rooms and locker rooms for the staff.  
 

They also requested a high aesthetic look combined with      
chemical and thermal shock resistance and easy cleanability. In 
their old facilities they had acrylic floors with many cleaning 
problems. 

Stonhard Provides a High-Quality Food Safe Flooring Solution for 
a Meat Production Company with a Long Family Tradition  

Project Name: Embutidos Artesanos jvillâ, Girona, Spain 

Products: Stonclad ® UR • Stonkote ® HT4 • txt 3  •  

Stonshield SLT  

 
A family tradition of butcher-delicacies

As a solution for their request we offered our Stonclad UR 
high performance mortar system for the production areas 
and Stonshield SLT for the locker rooms and canteen.
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1.650 m2 Stonhard flooring system

The Stonhard Difference 
Stonhard is the unprecedented world leader in         
manufacturing and installing high-performance       
polymer floor, wall and lining systems. Stonhard     
maintains 300    Territory Managers and 175 application 
crews worldwide who will work with you on design 
specification, project management, final walk through 
and service after the sale. Stonhard’s single-source 
warranty covers both   products and installation.


